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I wrote the enclosed letter a couple of days ago, but didn't 
send it, because there was more I wanted to say, and also , because 
I didn ' t know whether it was advisable to tell you about the 
inscription from what another of my correspondents calls the 
"thesaurus absconditus't consisting of the bits of information 
about the Knossos and Pyloe inscriptions which have leaked out, 
one way or other. The fact , however, is , that I've got it, 
and you might as well know . Naturally, it won't be published , 
until it's done officially. 

Your rubber stamps are an excellent idea, but this particular 
set won't quite do for me, because, as I already said 1n the pre
vious letter, the Knossos signs are often just a little different-
enoggh so that the Pylos forms are conf'using until more inscriptions 
are available, I control them now, thanks to your dissertation, 
but the others don't . I'll give the nntter more thought. I 
have for years been toying with the idea of having a shuttle of 
Minoan made for the Varitfper, but the trou~le xsxxka:tx~t was, 
until last year, I couldn t control tho Knossos sign-list. Besides, 
it will be very expensive . May I take a rain-check on the rubber
stamp idea until I come back from England? I want to talk it 
over with Sir J8hn Y.yres . 

Now for your "thesaurus abscondi tus" . 
e\Y~ is a restoration. The reading is "' ~~ . I thought 

the restt ration quite certain, because no other Knossos word stem 
would end with these three signs, but I see in KN02--if the transctjlp
tion is at all reliable_. that there are such words at Pylos . 

~C should have been marked with an asterisk . Again, 
the first sign is broken, emd again , only one stem fits. My "Case I" 
is not too frequent at Knossos, except for a few words used over 
and over agt :dln, and it is for that reason that I assume when I get 
a fragmentary word in that case(?) that it is a known one. 

Have you considered the likelihood that your long inscriptions 
have a date formula somewhere at the beginning? It has long 
troubled me that the Knossos inscriptions are n ormally too short 
to carry a date, yet most ancient transactions (like modern ones) 
do have one. 

Your dissertation have ooen a tremendous help. There are a few 
isolated blscriptions at Knossos which were not understandable before . 
Now their type is clear from what you say . 

You did a beautiful job there. I haven't, in the year that 
I've had the Knossos inscriptions to work with , been able to do 
everything, so there were points I couldn't equate. For example, 
I didn ' t list the actual use of words and signs, only the use in 
different words . Also , I haven't done anything at all with 1-hands" 
but that's because I don ' t have a complete set of photographs. 

If Sir John gives me permission , I ' ~l aend you a list of 
the inscriptions arranged according to content. My division ls 
nruch more detailed than yours, because there are more than three 

times the lUUIIJI number of inscriptions. As I sat4, I use up almost 
the whole alphabet . But referring to them will be easy- - merely 
prefix Kor P to the notation. If it turns out that your Ad is 
eimilar to my Aj, we will just say PAd equals KAJ (I have only 



one inscription there, and I bal don't remember your type, so the 
example may be wrong, but the principle is thera. 

I've been trying to figure out some way we can equate before 
publication, but it can't be done without actual sight of the 
inscriptions, so that will have to be the solution. 

My "page" tablets are too few in number to justify your 
division into separate categories, especiall~ since they often 
repeat the ideograms of the tt palm-leaf,. tyr.e--almost as though , 
they were a listing of separate "palm-leaf t entries, · . ~ 1 . 

By the way, I do want to make clear that only some of the 
words which end.z:: both in § and · belong to my "cases'~. A larg,e 
number seem due to another type of inflection, and some, like ~~
actually fit into two 'fUite different categories simAltaneously. 
That's quite natural, of course, since word-sterns can be used 
for very different words. It's like saying -a is the sign of 
the nominative in lll. It is, but it is also found for other 
things. 

Also, in the inflection I observed, "case" may turn out to 
be "number" sometimes '' , . 

A few words seem !ndeclinable. At least, they occur in 
contexts which make xk.a:t them "Case 111

, "Case 11" and "Case III" 
simultaneously (at least one word is of this type), and what you've 
observed about - · is also true, for other endings. 

I suspect a good many of your five-sign words are inflectional 
(including derivational) variants of others, maybe due to an 
:b...in infixed vowel (like m adjectives in 1). 

I'm beginning to ramble, so will end this letter. One more 
point. If there is a possibility that the publication of the Pylos 
materialwill be long delayed, and ditto for the Knossos, it might 
be war th-while for us to get together on things like s ign-1.ist order 
and content classification. Otherwise, you realize, as soon as 
both are published, others will start the necessary equated 
classifications, and all our work will be thrown aa, overboard. 

If that happens during the coming year, I'll be very happy, 
but if several years pass (and they have a way of slipping away) 
it would be silly. 

r•ve been thinking that the best sign-list would be a functional 
one, based on number of uses in different words. Classification 
accordine to shape or conjectural meaning is quite subjective. 
Your list, for example, is based on the normal Pylos sign, but 

is quite arbitaary for ¥.nossos in several cases. Yet our use-lS~ts 
are quite strikingly similar. That reminds me--ignore my listing of 
/\'\ )(} • It is baaed on a false distinction. I 1 ve got to do the 
wh~1e thing over, on another basis. The "loop" in the signs, so 

,:: common at Knossos, mislead me, also the difficulty of telling the 
~ signs apart in so~e photographs arrl drawings. Also, you are quite 
~~ -~ right in saying ~ is a separate sign. I've got to check a$ain, 

¾~ because at Knossos it is almost indistinguishable from {~ 'lf . They 
~~~ are quite different in the Pyles inscriptions I've seen, but my 
<~ best source for the distinction is the "great Man" inscription, 

4:- which is very difficult to read, especially in those spots where 
egibility is important. 
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So long for nCM' 
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